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TITLM

Progressive Stress Thma&e and Strength

of Centrifully Cast Coldworked Gun Tubes

OBJZC T

1. To determine the resistance to progrearive stress damage of
centrifugally cast, coldworked, production gun tubes by evaluating the
effect of the following factors upon the life "of cannon sections when
subjected to repeated applications of high hydraulic oreumure;

a. Yield strength before coldwork in the range 95,000 to 150,000 psi
b. Percent of coldwork ranging from 0 to 6.0
c. Wall ratio in the range 1.2 to 1.6
d. Rifling, using smooth bore, "Rib" rifling and "French" rifling
e. Proof-firing

2. To determine the strength of such mnnon sections which had various
amounts of metal removed by machining from the outside surface after coldwork-
Ing and rifling.

3. To arrange the results so that engineers may incorporate progressive
stress damage in design of cannon tubes.

I. To determine the elastic modulus of the coldworked metal.

5. To evaluate the significance of the crack system developed in the

test sections by the hydraulic fatigue test.
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were subjected to hydraulic fatigue tests in which the internal pressure
ranged from 13,275 psi to 61,500 psi, and the life ranged from Xt0 cycles
to 20,000 cycles. It was found that,

1. In connection with resistance to progressive stress iAmage,

a. the li~e was lineally proportional .j the vield strength
of the steel as measured before coldwork in the range tested which was
S5,000 to 150,000 psi,

b. coldworking improved the resistance to progressive stress
damage as compared with noncoldworked gun tubes; the minimum improvement
wag at least 35 percent in the worst case of high strength steel which was
coldworked an insufficient amount to cause yielding throughout the wall
thickness; coldworked to strength centrifugal castings were consistently /
superior to heat-treated-to-strength forgings in resistance to progressive

stress damage.

c. as the wall ratio increased the equivalent uniaxial stress us
decreased for the same internal pressure and life was improved; the "maximum
stress" criterion for calculating the equivalent uniaxial stress gave the
least dispersion In the data.

d. when compared with smooth bore tubes the life concentration
factor due to *French* rifling in these coldworked tuTbes was found to be
I (no concentration effect) and that due to "Rib" rifling was found to be

2, these factors being approximately half those observed in heat-treated-to-
strength tubes.

e. Proof-firing did not neasurably affect the performance of test
cylinders in the hydraulic fatigue teats. Rowever, a single cycle of high
pressure was found to be beneficial, although the degree of improvement was
slight and masked by the scatter in the data.. The cracks which form during
proof-firing had no marked deleterious effect.

2. In connection with strength of cannon sections, the strength of
coldworked-to-strength sections was consistently materially superior to \
that of heat-treated-to-strength sections when made of steel of the same
strength; when sections of equal dimensions were compared, the strength
of those requiring extensive removal of metal from the outtide of the cold-
worked tube tended to be less than the strength of the sections requiring little
metal to be removed, although the effect was slight and nonuniform; the maximum
obaerved range in strength data was 16% which is a reasonably small variation
for tubes which are representative of wartime production involving not only
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1.isll-eetablished products, but also very new praduqts; in the case of
well-established products, the strength was found to range from 5.1% high

to 4.14 low of the expected strength based on theory for coldworking tubes
made of steel which does not strain harden; in the case of now products
the strength was as much as i0% lover than expected when the tube had no
recorded history and 4% lower than expected when the recorded history
revealed tluit the tube had been collworked by an amount insufficient to
cause yielding throughout the crosue-action, and as much as 4% high when

the recorled history revealed no questionable procceeing; about 77% of the
data were above the expected strength based on theory; the strength of the
sections was found to be 20% lees than that indicated by the so-called 6%
coldwork curve used in design. This bUi a serious discrepancy.

3. There are given, for use by engineers, not only curves suitable
for design showing the normal life to be expected of coldworkedto-strength
cylinders which are &ads of stsee of any yield strength up to 150,000 psi
and which have either no rifling, 07rench" rifling, or *Rib" rifling, but
also, examples on the use of such curves.

4. In connection with the elastic modulus, there was found during strength

determinations no measurable evidence of frictiinal end restraint at packings or

other effects which might indicate an apparent modulus of elasticity of steel
different from the nominal value of 30,00000C) psi

5. In connection with the crack system, considerable scatter was observed
in the data pertaining to the depth to which the crack-could propagate before
failure in shear occurred, but a conservative estimate could be made of this

depth by a formula involving tensile strength of the steel, bore diameter, wall /
ratio and interi-l pressure; mmy cracks were found in all cylinders but failure-
always occurred b one crack growing faster than any other andit follows that YX"
if any field teets are andertaken to locate and determine the depth of cracks in
cannon in order to evaluate the safety of the weapon, complete coverage of the
bore arast be made in o:der to find the single potentially dangerous deep crack
even though many cracks are found in the same neighborhood; the major crack system
was associated with graove fillets from where the cracks initially propagated in a
direction which was not radial as in heat-treated-to-strength sections, but which
was at an angle to the radius line and sloping under the grooves; at a later period
in the propagatio.. of the crack the direction became rdial; all of the coldored,-
to-strength sections failed with evidence of ductility, the more ductile appearance
at failure was obtained when the wall ratio tended to be large, the internal pressure
low and when the steel had high impact resistance.

The study of progressivs stress damage is continuing to that the interpretation
of the experimental facts may be changed at a later tm. L W

Capt., Ord. Dept. Rev.

Peter R. i sti 6

Director of Laboratory 
o4.
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INTRODUCT ION

he development of light weight gun tubes during Wotld War II resulted in
the use of cannon sensitive to progressive stress damage . Typical examples
are the 76mm. Ml and the 75mm. M5 guns. The latter gun is withdrawn from
service before the extent of erosion has ruined-the ballistic characteristics.
In contrast, conventionally designed tubes of heavier proportions are withdrawn
from service because of erosion .

The light weight gun barrels were first manufactured from heat-treated-to--
strength tubes. The results r.f firing tests revealed the need for adding tough-
ness tests to the specificat'.on 3 for the steel. In the coldwork process of
manufacture of gun tubes the strength of the steel which is required is less than
that used in the heat-treated-to-strength manufacturing process. The initial
toughness of the steel is therefore potentially higher and, in addition, compressive
atresses are present at the bore surface. Both of these factors should contribute
to better resistance to progz.essive stress damage.

During World Var II several thousand 76mm. MlA2 tubes were nroduced from
centrifugally cast steel tub(es which were heat-treated such that the steel had
an actual yield strength of approximately 85,000 psi. The tubes were then cold-
worked 6 percent to strength. As far as is known none failed from progressive
stress-damage.

The 75mm. aircraft cannon are more highly ttressed than the 76mm. cannon.
The centrifugally cast tubes produced at Watertown Arsenal for this gun were
initiallv heat-treatod-to-strength. Toward the end of the war a production
experimental program wns initiated at the Arnenal In the first nart of which a
group of tan 75mm. aircrvft cennon tubes were orepared as an experimental order.
All were centrifugally cast az.1 then were subdivided into four groups. The tabes
were heat-treated such that the steel of three tubes in one Kroup bad a yield
strength of approximately 100,000 psi; the steel of three tubes in the second
group had a yield strength around 125,000 Dsi; and the steel of three tubes in-
the third group had a yield strength of about 150,000 psi. These were then
coldworked approximately 2% and then were finished into 75mm. rifled tubes.
The tenth tube which formed the fourth group was heat-treated-to-strength; the
steel had a yield strength of approximately 150,000 psi. On the basis of initi1p '?
tests, centrifugally cast high strength coldworked tubes were produced in auantity j

'Akd'A
report the results of the hydraulic fatigue tests of centrifu-

gally cat coldworkel 75 and 76mm. gun tubes made of steel &

1. "Progressive Stress Damage": P. R. Kosting - Surfae Stressing of Metals, -1-,l
Chapter V, A.S.M., lq46, Cleveland, Ohio and WAL Report 731/170, 21 August l .

2. "Evaluation of Erosion and Lamage in Cannon Bores": TBg-l$60-2, 29 November 1945.7
3. Specification 57-10bA - "Steel Forgings for Cannon Tubes", 1 January q145.
4. Memorandum to Production Manager at Watertown Arsenal from Capt. D. H. Newhall,

30 October 194h1, in connection with Exorder G-21614, 9 July 1qh4, covering coot
of manufacture of eperimontal gun tubes 75mm., M5A2.
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• A-- &-. In order to obtain data which
the engineer could use in designing 5 for resistance to progressive stress
damage, test cyli"ders with wall ratio ranging from 1.2 to 1.9 were used. In
the preparation of the test cylinders considerable metal was removed from the
outside surface of the coldworlced rifled tube. The yield strength prooe%" of
some of these test cylinders was therefore measured in order to determine the
influence of the removal of the coldworked metal upon strength. The slope of
the elastic expausion curve of the cylinders was aleo calculated and compared
with the theoretical nra based on 30,000,000 Doi as being the value for

Young' modulus.

The resistance to progressive stress damage of the coldworked tubes was

compared with that of heat-treated-to-strength centrifugal stings and forgings
in order to evaluate the benefit of coldworking.k

TEST PROCEDUX

A. Yield Strength Pressure Determination

In many instances, prior to the application of reneated loads, the yield
strength pressure of the tube section was determined. The pressure was applied
in small increments and the strain on the outside of the section was measured
with Baldwin-Southmark SR-4 strain gages and a strain indicator, This technique
involves the determination of yielding at the bore interface in a "reflected"
measurement on the outside surface.

When the metal at the bore interface has just reached the yield point, a very
small amount of plastic deformation has occurred at the bore interface, but the
rowining section is still an elastic body. The ratio of strain on the outside
to that on the inside, for all practical purposes, still follows Hooke's law for
elastic deformetions. The evaluation of -ielding at the bore was based on this
concept. Since the yield strength of the steel, as determined by the tensile test,
was obtained at .01% offset, the yield at the bore of the cylinder was determined
at .01% offset also. At tie bore .01% offset is 100 millionths of an inch per
inch offset- From the lame strain equations, alicable to elastic thick hollow
smooth bore6 cylinders without end restraint, e follow.ng relation was
derived for eo (0.01), the offset on the outside equivalent to .014 offset at

the bore, 02
e (001)=.7 + 1.2  or % offset on O.D. (0.01)

=  1 2

in which w = wall ratio = O.D./I.D.*" Polsson's rAtio wns used as 0.3.

Fig. 1 is a graph showinz the percent offset on the outside diameter equivalent to

5. Up to the start of World 1kr II cannon were desiened on the basis of

strength only.
6. Wtertoun Arsenal Gun Division Report WGD-U: "Selected Design Data Pertaining

to Gun Tubes and High Pressure Vessels": By D. H. Newhall, 6 December 1943.
• O.D. = Outside Diameter; I.D. = Inside Diameter
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.01% offset on the inside di&meter of a tube section as a function of wall ratio.
Fig. 2 is a typical illustration of a yield strength determination sometimes
referred to as elastic strength. Also shown is the calculation of the slope
of the curve and of Young's Modulus based on the slone and wall ratio.

B. FHdraulic Fatigue Test

With the equipment developed, it was possible to introduce repeatedly hydraulic
pressure to the bore of cannon sections at a rAte of appro'imately six cycles per
minute. The magnitude of the pressure was similar to that nornally used in guns,
ranging as high as 61.500 psi. A detailed description of the equipment and controls
is apoended to this report*. The high pressure wms controlled within 200 psi. When
the pressure wns fully released, the residual pressure was less than 1000 psi.
Electric SRU strain gages and strain measuring and recording equipment were used
to determine some of the elastic oroperties of the tube sections during the test,
the strain developed on the outside of the tube sections being recorded with each
cycle of pressure. Tvpical extracts from the continuous records for M"Iinder I12
are shown in Fig. 3. Cylinders were usually tested until failure occurred at which
time they could no longer hold pressure because of fissuring or rapturing. In
some cases, however, specimens were removed from test before failure because of one
of the following reasons (I) failure was imminent, as revealed by plastic distortion
occurring on the outside surface, (2) the number of crrclea was very large hnd further
test to failure was not considered necessary at the time; (3) a large overshoot of
pressure occurred and further testing was stopped.

C. Specimens

The proportionf of the test cylinders were selected on the basis of the
results of a study of the extent and depth of progressive stress damage cracks
developed in a rather long specimen. The minimum length of cylinders for the
caliber sizes 75mm. and 76mm. was judged to be 14". A detailed drawing of the
test specimen is shown in Fig. 16 of Appendix A. Gun tubes were sectioned and
turned to the desired wall ratio which was based on groove diameter. Metal was
allocated for tensile and Charpy impact tests of the steel at various positions
along the length of the tube, as shown in a typical layout of the gun tubes on
Fig. 16 of Appendix A. In this figure also is Indicated the numbering system;
code letters, A, B, C, etc. were used to identify tubes and numerals 2, 3, 4, etc.to identify cylinders from these tubes.

D . Progressive Stress Damage

Progressive stress damage was evaluated (I) by noting the number of cycles to
failure, (2) by examination of the fissure and fracture, and (3) by measuring the
depth and distribution of cracks. For the lptter purpose a section for mg.croetching

See Appendix A.
7. "Progressive Stress Damage Through Repeated Applications of I(Vdraulic Pressure"

J. B. Cohen, WAL Report 731/101, 2 Mav 194l4.



was cut in the zone of maximum damage, as revealed either by examination of

the fracture or by determining where bulging was most extensive. The change
In outside diameter was used as a measure of the extent of bulging.

3. Test Metal

Cylinders from the following cannon were subjected to hydraulic fatigue tests.

41. Your 76mm. centrifugally cast, coldworked-to-strength and rifled
tubes A, B, C and D of which B and C were proof-fired.

2. Three 75mm. (anti-aircraft) centrifugally cast, coldworked-to-strpngth
and rifled Tubes Z, IF and G.

3. One 75m,. (anti-aircraft) centrifugally cast heat-treated-to-strength

and rifled tube N.

. One 76mm. centrifugally cast and coldworked-to-strength, smooth
bore tube I.

5. One 75mm. centrifugally cast and coldworked-to-strength, smooth
bore tube K.

Details concerning the metallurgical history and physical properties of
the steel of each tube are given in the Data Sheets in Appendix B.

Tubes 1, B, C, D and I were all manufactured in the same manner with

well-established production procedures and -ere not produced under special
laboratory control. The physical properties of the steels were approximately
identi'il and these data were considered comparable. The average yield
strength (0.01% offset) of the steels before coldwork ws 7,155 psi. Tubes B
and C were proof-fired; the other tubes were not. Tubes A, B, C and D were
rifled but Tube I was smooth bore.

In contrast to these tubes of steel having approximately 87,000 psi yield
strength before coldwork, other tubes, 2, F, G, K and N were made of steel
with different yield strength levels. The yield strpngts before eoldwork were:

Tube 2 - 100,500 psi
Tube F - 121,950 psi
Tube G - 151,700 psi
Tube K - 125,000 psi
Tube N - 15 q,300 psi

They differed in other respects also. They were the first of a new product

processed with makeshift containers, etc. The E, F and G tubes had the
... , fo*. rm . o. f r..i w- e- . ' . ..A. A- A, & ud D group had

the conventional rib rifling (Dwg. 15-OKD-2). Tube K was smooth bore, The
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A, 3, 0, D and I group was 76 mm. in caliber (3.0(), while the E, F, G, r and If
group consisted of 7 5mm. tubes (2.95") for aircrnft cannon. They also differed
in the amount of coldworking. The A, B, C, D and I group was processed with
the conventional 6% coldwork, while the Z, F and K group was coldworked nominally
2%, and the G tube was coldworked 1.1%. The actual percent coldwork for each
tube is given in Appendix Z. The one tube "N" wns not coldworked but was heat-
treated-to-strength. These data are summarized in Table I.

RISULTS

The results of the hydraulic fatigue teats and of the examination of the
fracture after testine are given in Thbles II and III. In these tables are
given the cylinder number; the wall ratio; the maximum internel nressure which
as aDplied during the determination of strength Drior to fatiguing; the yield
strength pressure, also referred to as the elastic strength Dressure, at which
the offset at the bore was 0.01%; the internal pressure during the fatigue test;
the equivalent uniaxial stress; the life in cycles to failure by fissuring except
as indicated; the maximum depth of remaining cracks, i.e., cracks other than the
one which Denetrated the full wall thickness; the bulge, as measured by the
maximum change in outside diameter; the tall thickness of the tube at point of
fnilure, the wall thickness before test being listed in Table IV of Appendix A;
the depths from bore interface to base of Zone 1 in the fracture where the
texture was fine, Zone 2 where the direction of the crack started to change,
Zone 3 where the change in direction was completed and the direction became
radial, Zone It where failure in shear occurred. The details of the study of
the fissure, fractures and cracks are given in Appendix C. The crack study of
the tubes listed in Table III was not as detailed as that of the tubes listed in
Table II and therefore depths of all zones are not tabulated.

The following curves were derived from these data:

a. Hydraulic Fatigue Test Results - A, B, C, D Tubes in Terms of
Zquivalent Uniaxial Stress, as Calculated by,

1. Maximum stress description
2. Von Mises descriotion - Fig. 4

b. Relationship Bet'ween Equivalent Uniaxial Stress
(Maximum Stress Description) and Number of Cycles to
Failure in Rydraulic Fatigue Tests - Fig. 5

c. Relationship Between Internal Pressure and Cycles to
Failure as Intluenced by Vkll Ratio and Rifling for A, B,
C, D and I Tubes - Fig. 6

d. Relationship Between Internal Pressure and Cycles to
Failure for B, Y, (G and W Tubes (Wall Rtio - 1.57) - Fig. 7
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e. Elastic Strength of Cannon Sections After Coldworking.
Soaking at 570OF and Machining, Including Rifling for
Tubes A, '9, C, D and I and Heat-treated-to-Strength
Tube N - Fig. 9

f. Study of Elastic Modulus - Fig. 9

g. Equivalent Uniaxial Stress to Cause Failure at 10,000
Cycles as a Function of Yield Strength of Coldworked-to- - Fig. 10
Strengtb and of Heat-treated-to-Strength Tubes

h. Squivalent Uniaxial Stress to Cause Failure at 10,000
Cycles as a Function of Yield Strength of Coldworked-to-
Strength Tubes - Fig. 12

I. Influence of Yield Strength Before Coldworking (0.01%
offset) on the Relationship of 1,quivalent Uniaxial
Stress (Maximum Stress Description) and Cycle% to Failure
for,

1. Rib rifling - Fig. 12
2. French rifling and Smooth bore - Fig. 13

DISCUSSION

Stress-Cycle Curfes

The presence of a bi-3xial (combined) stress in cannon makes it necessary
to correlate the response of cannon to a stress system in terms of an
equlvalent uniarial stress since by far most physical data are obtained from
tensile t est specimens nominally under a uniaxial stress system. The various
theories of yielding describe combined stresses in terms of an equivalent
uniaxial stress. The most usable description of the equivalent untaxial
stress for ruapture in fatigue is the one which will yield a relation in the
stress cycle (S-N) plane which is indetendent of wall ratio. Five conventiont.1
methods of combining stresses were investigated. They were maximum shear,
constant energy of distortion, strain energy, maximum strain atd maximum stress.
Typical curves for (a) maximum stress description and (b) the constant energy
of distortion (Von Mises) description are shown in Fig. h. It was found that
the maximum stress theory applied to these dta resulted in the least amount of
scatter in the S-N plane and the data indicated a linear relation between Log S
and Log N. This would indicate that the tangential stress component of the
combined stress predominated in development of progressive stress damage In these
specimens. A possible explanation for this may be found in the relatively small
radial stress existing due to the proportion* of the cylinders studied. The
cracks originate at the groove fillets. These re-entrant corners are unfavorably
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oriented in the applied tension field and made the tangential stress component
predominate still more. Once a fissure is developed at the bore interface,
the ratio of the radial stress to the tangential stress at the bottom of the
fissure should becone negligible.

Fig. 5 shows the observed data in terms of the equivalent uniaxial stress
calculated by the maximum stress description. The derivation of formulae
relating the various theories of yielding in uncapped, thick, hollow cylinders
uses the term "Pressure Factor". Pressure factor is a dimensionless quantity
and is the ratio of internal pressure in the cylinder at which yielding occurs
to the yield strength of the steel. When used to describe an equimalent uni-
axial stress, the pressure factjr maV be regarded as the rntio of internal
pressure to the equivalent uniaxial stress caused by that internal pressure.

While the number of observed points was few in the caoe of the ?,, 1, G, I
and K tubes, as compared to the A, B, C and D tubes, there are many similarities
it( the data indicating that the observations are reliable. The curves for the
YC, F, G, I and K tubes in the S-N plane have the same slope as the A, B, C and D
tubes, but are displaced by an amount dependent unon rifling and the yield strength
of the steel before coldwork. Since Tube I wps smooth bore and had no stress
raisers due to rib rifling with small fillets, the cylinders from ittlasted
longer than those from tubes A, B, C and D. The ratio of the life of smooth bore
cylinders to that of rib-rifled cylinders was 2. This compares with 14.2 for
heat-treated-to-etrength8 tubes. The performance of cylinders from Tube I was
found to be duplicated by cylinders from a tube of similar history and properties
and therefore this life concentration factor of 2 for rib rifling in coldeorked,
centrifugally cast tubes is considered to be reliable.

The smooth bore cylinders from Tube K of intermediate strength had the
same life as the cylinders having French rifling with generous fillets. The
ratio of life of smooth bore to that of French-rifled cylinders therefore was 1,
which compares with 2.4 for heat-treated-to-strength tubes . Rowever, in the
section of this report dealing with yield strength, it is shown that the 10
cylinder from the K tube was not as relatively strong as the cylinders from the
other coldworked tube. Therefore, assuming at the worst that the whole tube was
weaker thnn normrl, then the life of cvlinders from the tube would be shorter
than normal. The estimated correction for the short life due to pousible lov
strength is 20% so that the 1.fe concentration factor for French rifling 1tu
coldworked, centrifugally cast tubes mar be between 1.0 and 1.2. Since the
variation from nominal strength of the K cylinder was 10% and the variation
in strength of the cylinders from the other tubes ranged through 9.5%, it may
be that this concentration factor is nearer to 1.0, as observed, than to 1.2.

The factors of 2 and 1 indicate that in coldworked, centrifugally cast
tubes the life concentration facto. due to rifling is about one-half of the
life concentration factor due to rifling in heat-tree ted-to-strength forged tubes. This

65. "Preliminary Investigation of the Xffect of Rifling, Strength of Steel,
Chromium Plating and Nitriding on Progressive Stress Damage of 75.mm. Mj451,
M6 and IO Gun Sections": P. R. Kosting, 1948, VAL Report No. 731/293.
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benefit may bo attributed to the compressive stresses at the bore. The

extent of the benefit to be attributed to the lack of directionality of

properties in castings, as compared to forgings, is under study.

The slope of the curves for coldworked tubes in Fig. 5 is considered to be
reliable for the range in life that was investigated. Involved are nine heats
of induction furnace melted steel. The slope is less than that for hea -
treated-to-strength tubes. This was also found to be true for forgings .
The slope of the S-N curves for colaworked, centrifugally cast cylinders
is -0.15. The curve for heat-treated-to-strength centrifugally cast cylinders
has a slope of -.291. This latter is very closje to -.27 as previously
reported for heat-treated-to-strength forgings.

There are s.x instances where paired cyliuders were tested, one of
the pair being subjected to a single cycle of high internal pressure and
the other not being subjected to this high pressure prior to test. In

all cases the former had a longer life than the latter, although the improve-
ment in life wns not greater than the general scatter in all the data.

It was not possile to distinguish between performance of cylinders

from proof-fired tubes B and C and that of cylinders from nonproof-fired
tubes A and B. This may be because most of the cylinders from the A, 13, C,
D, I and N tubes were subjected before the fatigue teet to one cycle of

high pressure during the determination of the yield prensure. Such a
procedure is somewhat similar to proof-firing durine inspection of cannon.
The data therefore show that proof-firng is not deleterious to resistance

to progressive stress-dAmage in the hydraulic fatigue test and suggest that
proof-firing m&y be beneficial in that it might improve slightly the
resistance to progressive stress damage. The cracks which formed during

proof-firing have no marked deleterious effect, probably because of the
compressive stress system. Study is under way to evaluate directly the
influence of heat checking such as is encountered during proof-firing and
then developed further during the initial stages of field service.

The Charpy impact resistance indicate that the steel in Tube N was
not as well quenched out prior to tempering as was the steel in the E, F and

G tubes, otherwise the N tube was comparable to the G tube, especially with
regard to tensile strength, ductility and impact resistance after coldwork.
The stress-cycle curve fnr the N tube is shown in Fig. 5. It should be

nointed out, however, that this curve was established with few observed
points in a nrrow range of stress. The difference in life between N and G

is greater than can be accounted for by the difference in yield strength of
the steels in the condition in which they are subjected to test. The

residual stresses due to coldworking are, therefore, considered to be

9. "Cannon Tubes - Progressive Strest rama~e In - FWdraulic Fatigue Test

of Forged. Coldworked-to-Strength qOmi. Rifled Tube J and Forged, leat-

treated-to-strength 90mm. Rifled Tube, S and U2 1 Robert W. Freeman and

Francis W. Cotter, 1947, VAL Report No. 731/19q-2(R).
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appreciably beneficial to an extent that is at least 35 percent in resist-

ing progressive stress damage. Recent experiments in progress show that
without the complicating factor of strengthening of the steel due to cold-
work, compressive stresses at the bore improve life as much as these fig'ires
indicate.

Pressure Cycle Curves

Figs. 6 and 7 are curvs derived from the equivalent uniaxial stress
cycle relation shown in Fig. 5. Inasmuch as the relationslip was linear,
the conversion of the data to the pressure-cycle-wall ratio relationship

was readily made. If Sn is the equivalent uniaxial stress (maximum stress
description) to cause failure at a particular number of cycles, then the
internal pressure "IP" that would rupture a cylinder with a wall %.&tlo (W)

in the same number of cycles would be,

IP =  Sn -.2 1

Thus, when Sn equals 130,000 psi for the A, B, C and D tubes for a cylinder
having a wall ratio of 1.5, the internal pressure to have a life of 1,000

cycles would be IP - 50,000 psi, and for a wall, ratio of 1.2, IP = 23,400 psi.
Superimposed on these curves are the observed points. The total range in

cycles for life, namely, roughly 1,000 to 20,000, is rather limited, especially
for thin tubes and should be extended further.

Yield Strength Pressure

A summation of the data concerning the yield strength pressure of the

cylinders to shown i: Fig. 8.

Curve B is the theoretical strength in accordance with yielding by the

Von Mises' concept in terms of pressure factor an& wall ratio. In the

derivation of this curve it was assumed that the cylinders were free to
expand or contract longitudinally. This curve is applicable to only those
tubes which have not been overstrained; that It, heat-treated-to-strength
tubes and not coldworked-to-strength tubes. There is an apparent agreement
with the observed point* from the 010 tube except for very small all ratios
where the relative error in all measurements of both pressure and strain is

greatest.

From the theory of plasticity, wherein it is assumed that the material
in the cylinder does not strain harden, a mathematical relation for the

pressure neede Lto place the metal throughout the wall into the plastic
state is given by,

S10. OCalculation of Pressure Uxpansion Curves of Circular Cylinders":

R. Beeuvkes, Jr. and J. H. Laning, Jr., WAL Report g~o. 730/111, 1944.

10. ofPressue ExpasionlureofCrlaClndr"



when the Von Mises' concept is used to describe initial yielding, where
IF = internal pressure at yielding; Syp - yield noint stress (stress at
which a tensile bar of this hypothetical material would change abruptly
from the elastic to plastic state), and Ln W Is the natural logarithm of
the wall ratio. Curve A in Fig. $ is the plot of this equation. The observed
yield strength pressure for the cYlinders from the coldworked tube5,in terms
of oressure factor,_ P where Sy(.Ol) is the yield strength (O.01%

offset) of the steel, are also shown. This curve applies for values of
yield strength of steel before coldworking up to and including 150,000 psi
and all amounts of after coldwork machining that would probably be
encountered, providing sufficient coldworking is done to assure plastic
flow throughout the wall. The range in scatter of test results was about
16%. This is a reasonably small variation for gun tubes which are rep-
resentative of wartime production. The data for the high strength tube G
were below the curve by It percent. However, this tube was coldworked only
1.1 percent. Had it been coldworked 2 percent or more as were the others
it would have been stronger. The data for the E and F tubes which are /
considered norml products are above the curve by as much as h.3 percent.-,
These data also reveal that coldworking only 21 does affect the strength
of the tube after final machining disproving belief to the contrary11  /

The data for this smooth bore tube K of intermediate strength were
10 percent below the curve for which no reason is apparent from the in-
complete historv of the tube. The coldwork record of the tube is lost
and therefore the actual percent coldwork is not now known. The tensile
strength data confirm that the tube was coldworked As does the high valve
of the calculated pressure factor relative to that expected for heat-reated-
to-strength tubes. However, only one K cvlinder was tested for strength.
In the A, B, C and D tubes, representative of well-established production
practices, at wall ratios of 1.6 and 1.8, the range in data was 5.1% high
and 4.1% low. This indicates that the scatter ranged through 9.5% and
that strength determinations oi several cylinders are necessary in order
to determine the averaire performance. About 77% of the data pertaining
to curve "A" are above the curve and only 16% are below it, In icAting
that this curve is on the conservative side. The old equation0 used in
connection with the coldwork Drocess was,

IF =Ln W
YS

and such a curve would be very conservative.

The 6 percent design curve6 used in design' is roughly 20 percent
hlgh.er than curve A in Kg. 9. This is a serious discrepancy. The
machining off of large amounts of excess metal from some of the cylinders

11. "History of the Production of Centrifugally Cast Gun Tubes with High
Impact Resistance": John F. Wallace, WAPD Report WVfl-17, 17 October 1946.

See also "Ita for Calculating Pressure for Coldworking Cylinders 6%h in

Watertown Arsenal ,xperimental Report #363, T. C. D)ickson, 1 February 1932.
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did not affect the stre.ngth enough to account for this discre~ancy. The
probable explanation in the high sensitivity of the strain measuring
equipment compared to that used in General Dickson's time. This would
dmtect yielding at lower pressures. Pressure measuring techniques were
"1so better. Furthermore, the data might indicate that (1) no strain

hardening of the steel can be counted on, (2) all that is necessary to
obtain strengthening by coldworking is to be sure that the tube is
plastically deformed throughout the section, and (3) further coldworking
adds little to the strength. This subject is to be studied further.

The problem of design of coldvorked cannon from the point of view of
strength is complicated by the machining after coldworkine and the
different plastic properties (strain hardening characteristics) of steel
at different yield strength levels. The machining and rifling after cold-
working alters the distribution of residual stress and removes the most
highly overstrained material. In conventionally designed cannon tubes,
where a relatively large factor of safety is used, and where the working
stress is relatively low, a small error in estimating the strength of the
tube is relatively inconsequential. In the future the margin for error
will get less. In correlating with strength the amount of machining on
the outside surface of the specimen* used in these tests, nonuniform
behavior was observed, although the trend was for the strength to be
less the more the amount of machining on the outside surface. In two
critical experiments, when the amounts of metal removed to get cylinders
of the same size was 8.7 and 23.4 sq.in, in the cross section, the
lowering of strength was 0 percent in one of the experiments and 3 percent
in the other. Far greater amounts of machining after coldwork were done on
these specimens than normally was done in the production of coldworked tubes
in World War II.

Elastic Modulus

Ia some of the early coldwork development reports it %as indicated
that the iodulus of elasticity in diminished (as much as 30%) by the
coldworking. There was also the possibility that the assumption of no
end restraint might not be justified due to the capping effect resulting
from the friction of the hydraulic packings. Any change in modulus or
friction effects would'be reflected in a change of the slope of the
elastic portion of the pressure expansion curve, as in Fig. 2. In
Fig. 9 is shown the theoretical curve for uncapped cylinders using
the modulus of elasticity as 30,000,000 psi and olotting elastic slope
vs. will ratio. The observed slopes are shown in comparison. It would
appear there was no change in modulus as expected, or littla, if any,
effect from frictional end restraint. It is to be noted that the agree-
ment of the elastic strength of the heat-treated-to-streneth I tube with
the Von Mises' concept further indicates that the end restraint due to
packings is negligible,

Design Curyte for Coldworked Cannon

In preparing a design stress-life curve for coldworked cannon it was
necessary to make several assumptions. The first vas that the toughnessI 16
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of the steel as measured by impact resistance before coldwork would
always be reasonably good and there would be no reason to consider
its effect on life of the coldwork sections. This was observed to
be reasonable on inspection of the test results of the A, P, C ard D
tubes made of steel which varied in Charpy impact resistance at room
temperature from 16 to 75 ft-.lbs. The second assumption was that 2%
and 6% coldwork would hnve the same effect on fatigue life. It was
shown earlier in this renort that sections from both 2% and 6% cold-
worked tubes had the ssme strength relationship and thus miaht have
the same life relationship. The last assumption was that the effect
of the standard rib rifling stress concentration and the "French"
rifling stress concentration combined with the residual stresses at
the bore, could be differentiated. It hns been shown that the life
concentration factors due to these stress raisers were only 2 and 1 in
the coldworked, centrifugally cast tubes.

With the assumptlons given it was possible to construct curves
showing the relationship between the equivalent uniayial stress
(rmayimm stress theory) for a life of 10,000 cycles and yield strength
0.01% offset of the centrifugally cast steel before roldworking. The
curve for smooth bore tubes (encircled dots) and French rifled tubes
(black dots), bnsed on the performance of Tubes E, F, G, I and K (Mwrked
"cc" for centrifugal casting) as revealed in Fig. 5, is shown tn
the top of Tig. 10. The curvi for Rib rifled tubes (triangles) is the
lower one in Fig. 10 and is shown parallel to the curve for French
rifled tubes. The reason for the parallelism is based on the dqta
shown in Fig. 11, where the two curves in Fig. 10 apnear toward the
top under the heading "coldworked to strength". The datag for heat-treated-
to-strength tubes T, R, M, S, U, W and 3, all made from forgings
(marked "f") are shown to the bottom right under "heat-treated-to-
strength". These tubes had rib rifling (marked with triangles). The
scatter in the data is appreciable and the average curve is considered
to be the middle curve of the three towird the bottom of Fig. 11. These
curves have the same slope as the coldwnrked-to-strpngtb curves.

Among the curves in the heat-treated-to-strength section is one
based on the superior behay ior of Tube "2" made from a forging and
rifled with French rifling . The forging was made of tough steel having
an impact resistance quite superior to that for the centrifugal casting
"IT" with French rifling. This superioritv of "2" to "N" in resistance

to progressive stress darsge was obtained despite the possible
mevantaze of the casting with no directional variation in mechanical
properties.

r v contrast, the coldworked-ti-strength forging "J", although

superlor 'n resistance to hydrulic fatigue to heat-treated-to-strength

to-strength, centrifugal castings of similar toughness. Since it is known

17



that forgings show variations in resistance to fatigue depending upon
directionality, and it is suspected that centrifugal castings do not*,
the difference between the curve through points A, B, C, D and the curve
through point J is nainly attributed to the difference in directionality
of properties between centrifugal castings and forgings of equivalent
heat-treatment.

Based on Fig. 10, the curves on Fig. 12 for centrifugally cast cold-
worked-to-strength tubes with rib rifling and the curves on Fig. 13 for
centrifugally cast coldworked-to-strength tubes with French rifling or
without rifling were derived showing the influence of yield strength of
steel before coldworking on the relationship between equivalent uniaxial
stress and cycles to failure.

The use of these curves in design is illustrated in the following
three examples, where the symbols used are:

Ln = logarithm to the base e (natural logarithm)
W = wall ratio

x N multiply
Y.S. = yield strength
BOW = before coldwork
psi - pounds per square inch
P = internal pressure or mximum powder pressure
Pg = yield strength pressure

*This question is under experimental investigation.



IXAMPLR I

Given:

1. Maximum powder pressurp, pieso-electric = 4O,000 psi
2. 2% or more coldworked
3. Yield srength before coldwork (BOW) (.01% offset) = 120,000 psi
4. Factor 6f safety (strength) used by Ordnance Dept. = 1.5
5. Desired minimum resistance to progressive stress damage = 9500 cycles
6. Rib rifling

Find wall ratio necessary.

Rlaitic Strength Calculations;

From Fig. 8, the yield strength pressure of any given section
of a coldworked tube is estimated by,

Yield Strength Pressure = 2 Ln WxY.S. (BOW)

Ln W- yield strength pressure
2 xY.s. (Bcw)

The desired :ield strength pressure = 4o,000 x 1.5 = 60,000 psi

Ln W = 60,000 - .433 or W = 1.54 minimum wall ratio for strength2

. "X .20,000

2Zcles To Failure: (Equivalent Uniaxial Stress Calculation)

Equivalent Uniaxial Stress = P ( W2+1 =(14O,00)-)-1 98,500 psi;21 1.37

From Fig. 12 the life at equivalent uniaxial stress of 98.500
psi is approximately 9,700 cycles which satisfies both the strength
and fatigue requirements.

19



EXAMPLI II

Given:

1. 2% or more coldworked
2. Yield strength before coldworked (.01% offset) = 120,000 psi
3. Factor of Safety (strength) used by Ordnance Dept. = 1.5
4. wall Ratio = 1.6
r. Desired life = 15,000 cycles
6. Rib rifling

Find what maximum powder pressure the gun could safely withstand.

lastic Strength Calculations:

Yield Strength Pressure = (P0) -- Ln WxY.S. (BCW)

Ps = -_ 2 (Ln 1.6) (120,000)

= 65,000 psi

The maximum powder pressure - 61,OO= 3,300 psi

Ccles to Failure: (Equivalent Uniaxial Stress OP2Iculation)

Equivalent Uniaxial Stress p (W2+IN- 3V0, f (151 99,000 psi

From Fig. 12, the life at equivalent uniaxial stress of q9,000 psi is
9,500 cycles which d.es not satisfy the life requirement.

The equivalent uniaxial stress (Fig. 12) for life of 15,000
cycles is 91,000 psi.

The maximum powder pressure for this equivalent uniaxial stress
is as follows:

Equivalent Uniaxial Stress = P(+1 )= 91,000 psi

P = (91,000) (.6) 39,800 psi3.5
This pressure would satisfy both the strength and fatigue require-

ments.

20
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XAUMPLZ III

Given :

1. Meximum powder pressure, piezo-electric = hO,000 psi
2. 2% or more coldworked
3. Factor of Safety (strength) used by Ordnance Dept. = 1.5
t. wall Ratio = 1.6

5. Desired life = 15,000 cycles
6. (a) Rib rifling

(b) French rifling

Find yield strength of steel before coldwork necessary.

yecles to Failure l (Zquiv&lent Uniaxial Stress Calculations)

Xquivalent Uniaxiul Stress = P ( '02 ,000 (3.56 )- 91,250 Psi

From Figs. 12 and 13 the vield strength necessary for life of 15,000 cycles

at the equivalent uniaxial stress of 91,250 pa would be approximately 121,000

psi if rib rifling is used and 96,000 if French rifling is used.

Elastic Strength Calculations;

Yield Strength Pressure 2 WxY.S. (BOW) = 1.5 O0,O00)

'r.s. (BoW)= (.9)i3~ooo) (P0,0 L.)Ln 1.6 2

U 110,000 psi

(a) To meet the strength requirements, yield strength of 110,000 psi

would be necessary. The life expected from Fig. 12 would be approximately

12,000 cycles if rib rifling is used. Therefore, use 121,000 psi yield

strength (BCW) material if Rib rifling is to be used.

(b) The life expected from Fig. 13 would be approximtely 19,000
cycles. Therefore, use 110,000 psi yield strength (BCW) material if

French rifling is to be used.

NOTZ: Resistance to erosion should also be considered in choosing between
Rib rifling and French rifling.
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Crack System

The detailed study of the crack system in the cylinders after test is
described in Appendix C. It was shown that initially the cracks tended to
grow in a direction that sloped under the .ro(ves. The thinner the tube or
the stronger the steel, the les was the tendency for the cracks to slope
and, r +' ooves.

Failure of coldworked tubes was in a ductile fsshion. The most ductile
fr ilures were obtained when the wall ratio tended to be large, the internal
pressure low, and when the steel had high impact resistance.

As the test pressure was decreased in groups of cylinders of constant
wall ratio, the depth of crack to point of shear prior to instant of failure
increased and the number of relatively deeD cracks decreased, and the maximum
depth nf cracks, other than the one which caused failure, decreased.

Failure occurred by one crack growing faster than any other and penetrating
the wall thickness of the cylinder. It field tests are developed to locate and
determine the depth of cracks in cannon in order to evaluate the safety of the
weapon, it will not be adequpte to locate a group of cracks, but the single
potentially dangerous dee0 crack will have to be found by a complete survey of
the whole bore circumference.

It was found possible to calculate reasonably well the depth to which the
crack can grow before failure in shear occurs.
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Swuamry of the Chpracteriatics of the Tubes

Yield Strength
of Steel Before Average
Coldwork(0.01% Percent '(.1 iber

Tube offset) Coldwork Rifling in.

A Pg,500 6.0 Rib 3.00

B S9,250 6.0 Rib 1.00 Proof-fired

C g ,00o 5.7 Rib 3.00 Proof-firtd I
D 85,80 5.2 Rib X.00

1 100,500 2.1 French 2.q5

F 121,850 2.1 French 2.c)5

0 151,700 I.I French 2.q5

I 9, 250 6.0 None 3,00

K 125,000 7 None 2.q5

N 150,100 0. French ?.05

x w2% nominal
4

too*
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Results of Rydrnulic t ?guc Tes mind Einmin~tion After ?estingof linder* Trom Tubes, A, l C end D

ertmum .mm zum

Divoth of
otfieet Test 0 9quivu lent P-0 Mn-

;-fy IdrA ul I c field Internal Dni1xial ing Bulge
OrIUdeor Patio FYti igne Preocure Preseure Stress Life Cracba cdk t
3uubr 0.D.1. D. 7psta. pa ps1 DSJ( got cycles. Inch

0-10 1.2 18,oO is. X)O 1 q,OO r -. 1997to .18 .069
BI-12 1.2 17,875 $,00,0 17,2M0 9 5,500 ,1113 _ .?46

A-12 1.? P0.500 P0.500 16990 oo3 coO )150 -. 069C-11 1. C. " 19,,x I75 16,5w0 91.50w (1( ,oI ."71) (.12 ry 1) .olq

0-12 1.2 19.275 IstO 13,275 7X.500 (P0 ;2 Vr) (.025 !IF) .003

A-11 1.3 3 1 ,00 ?g. . 5 00 31.900 12,. -0 1015 .124
3-2 (.1 ',,w 27,0 26.750 tO,500 16?q - .315
A-2 1.1 27.000 P7,750 23,6oo 93,00 8?q1. - --
3-11 1.3 2 7, K) 27,000 22,6oo S8,03 55e' - .075

A-10 1.11 0.000 4$3 O, 1q.050 121.,000 ?6W - .?07
0.6 i.b 'L,750 3L. 000 3Lu.750 107, PM 2662 .051 .211

.9 1.b 01,50o "1.500 32.000 99.200 5002 .135 .152
1-10 1.11 31.500 V4 .5M0 31.350 97. 4O721 - .151
04 i.4 13,750 0,ooo 29.750 s9,ooo 6401.3 .08T
4.12 1.4 15.500 15.0o0 27.500 5,000 1269 .17 .0,%

1.5 4.,000 )47,000 4,350 1 :5oo 1hiU - .P95
9 1.5 L3 .OoO 12,000 ho.0100 1 .20D 3732 4ft- .156

- i.6 56,250 -- 56,750 -- (79 N) (.LO V ) .?22
34 1.6 51,000 U9,000 h8400 110.000 "717 -- .111
3.5 1.6 1,8.ooo U5,ooo 4S,oo0 1oq,ooo 2335 .13 .362
C-2 1.6 ,o000 45,000 4,000 109600D 2637 .13 .2??
166 1.6 L9.750 47,500 17.250 107,500 309 .185 .1n

1.6 4.5W0 47,000 47000 io6soo 2923 .19 .1,6 9,000 .66ooo 6,, c6.5 105.5W 2950 .16 .C36
A 16 49.500 1,,0o0 L11M 101.300 30n - .060
,-3 1.6 419,000 47,500 44,000 100,000 h3 2 .25 .194

11 1.6 14,000 49,000 44.00 100,000 429 . 22 .236
3J 1.6 48,5o h5 ,00 113,.500 99,000 1175 .275 .17

,-9 1.6 41.25o 47,500 390 s7,00 6495 .45 .01
&*to 1.6 49.750 46,500 36.250 92,50 94 k. .097

A..6 1.7 65,000 59.000 5.50 121,000 2830,4

1.x 6z.5o 59,5W0 61,5w0 116,500 3150 .?1 .1*32
163 1.1 -- - 59,0Mo 11Ilo0 3M66 .21 .L39
D1. 61,500 57.500 50. 1*0 111 O06 .71 .0 P11
M 1. -- 4. 500 91.5w 7520 .59 .U75

1.8 -- 48.5oo 91,500 (5395 ;M) ,o6 '5) .007
D-9 1. 63,500 6o.0o 4g 5w q,500 1t,3 .51 .059
3.3 1.8 6o,00oo 56,aoo 4S,5o 91,500 6995 .54 --
A-3 1.9 -- 4 ,50o 91.500 666 .52 -

XI w did not fail - removed from test before fissuring Onvimu, etjfms Aeac
m did n6t fmil but f5surinc mo iJmminent -errd0a, noint

x- Fracture where texture was fine £ eyOent cck
3' w Whore direction ef crack starts to cbenge A
x- ,w Wher. change in direction %ns ea~mleted

xx~= Wheor' failure in shear occurred. '



2*Oth of Thiekness
1'q'ita lent Umin- At ?ssur loth from bore a I.

i ntaxiai ing " Bule After Z Zone Zae Zone
e Strau Life Cracks a diameter ?*at 1 T 2 wx 3 T" h Xx

_ ___le_ Lch inch inch inch inch inch .ncii

105. _ 997 .18 .069 .10 .06 .12 .33 .1

95,50 3413 -. P,,6 .26 .o6 .06 .io .20
93,0o 1150 -. .169 - 02 .10 - --

91.5w0 (10 I0 '7') (.12 l'I) 19 -- .o6 .06 .10 e

7P500 (PO3e-2 97) L025 11y) ,(,- -- - --

r, , 1015 -. 21 - .01 .05 - -

io4,500 - .315 . 0 .06 .o6 .10 .25
9,0 921 -- ... .. . .06 .18 .33

S,00 55V? -- .075 -- .10 .10 - .31

121.000 2665 -w -- .o6 - - .29
107.POO 2662 .051 .:1n .5? .o6 .11 .1.2
99.200 5002 .135 .152 .50 .09 .12 .1 .2
97.000 1472h - .11 .59 .06 .16 .JS .26
69,000 6lsss .13 .087 .51 .06 .16 : i
955000 12629 .17 .08 .5p .22 .22.2.9.o ..20_,r -0 11 -q5O -_
16.200 3732 --. 156 .60 06.20 .20

-- ( 7n? Io )(. 'q) .2? - .06 - - -

110.000 iT17 -- .111 .50 .09 .19 .22 .69
ioq,ooo 2335 .13 .362 - .09 - - -
109900 2637 .13 . ?? .76 .06 .14 .22 .67
107,5oo 3409 .185 .12 8 .Fh .10 .22 .32 A
16.soo 2923 .19 .62 .75 .05 .20 .30 .65
105.500 2950 .16 ..-636 .78 .1? .16 .26 .69
101.30o 3T8 - .0 0 - -..

100,000 h. .194 .78 .09 ,20 .307
100000 129 .22 .236 -78 1i6 .16 .25 5
99,000 14175 .75 .iT7 .80 .24 .24 .32 .70
$7,000 6495 .45 .oSlo .1 .36 .1' .75
92.500 94e .14 .097 48 .P5 .P .39 72

121.000 2830 .2? .22 .25 .35

i16.5oo 3150 .-n .432 .914 .12 .12 .15 .90
1n1%VW 30M6 .21 Mt9  - - .10 - -
Il1,000 36 .i. Pqj .... . 0 -- -

91. 50 7520 .59 hb75 1.08 • 5 .142 .55 .95
91,500 (5385 N7) (.06 37) .007 - -- - --
q1.50o i0s63 .51 .059 1.0 .20 .44 .65 i.oo
91.500 699s .54 ...........
91.500 666 .52 ......

,fissuring o imximna stfeses Acriotion
**Dierpgmrdiat Ootnt of failure. rpm'dning ermcks only0, * °
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Results of W4yrule 1atics- Tot aid Rminatioa After
feltIM of _ kladsrs from -b . , . 1, G, I at& I

mtm .01 "olujyalo-

Iatermal offset tlauxial Drpti, to Zoia.e
Preen"ur yield Toot stress Life to Nipt of

11 Prier to Streoatb Iaternal shear
Clu4or &tie Wmaul.lo Preeero Pro e exi
Isakir (OD/XI ) .. ]attedoet Pat let Rot. _qczles

pet
W-10 1.2 25.000 21,500 20.000 lIU0 1457

391.2 22,000 21,000 20.000 111,000 44114j -5 1.57 57,000 51,250 52,000 122,200 2600
5.4 1.57 59,000 91.750 "9,000 115,000 921,

1,A 1.57 59,000 5Z,500 4.00 103,5W o 7o7
1.3 1.6 61,000 5s,750 !.0 123,000 2927

3.10 1.57 56.000 52,500 50,000 117,50 5285
"-9 1.57 -- ,000 131,500 315
3.. 1.57 -- - 50.000 117,500 36T303-5 1.57 -- -- ioooo 06,ooo 7240
- 1.57 -- -9 ,00o100 1225

-10 1. 57 69,ooo 66,o0 6o,ooo 14,ooo )162
51.57 - 60,000 1141000O 2542

1 1.57 -- -- 5,00 129,3W 265
1-3 1.57 --- 50.000 117,50 )'s50

4 1.57 . .. 50,0 117,500 9726
01-5 1.57 -- -- 45,000 106,000 1179

0-10 1.37 514,000 75,500 60,000 1141,000 3042
6-9 1.57 - -- 6o~ooo 141,000 2632

-61.57 - 50.000 117,500 9306
$0-5 1.57 ---- 45,000 106,000 17791

1-7 1.605 70,000 67,000 60,000 110,000 5932
1- 1.l45 70,000 65,500 000 35,100 11374
1-10 1.S45 70,000 66,00 14s,ooo s ,900 2 11
1-114 1.23 23,000 22,300 21,000 102,500 6734
1-.6 1.23 23,000 23,000 19,000 92,6oo 5321
1.15 1.23 23,000 22,000 17,o0 53,000 16250

1-10 1.57 60,ooo 55,000 6o,000 14,1000 t670 . k5
..9 1.57 .-- 50,000 117.500 6341 .66
X4 1.57 .. 45,000 lo6,oo0 9575 .92
K-5 1.57 X. ODA 19,W0 25102 -TS

a Only cyltnders examined.
M a ixinmu stress description.

o Dierepgrding point of failure, remaining cracks only.
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HYDRAULIC FATIGUE TEST RESULTS -AB~C,D TUBES

IN TERMS OF EQUIVALENT UNIAXIAL STRESS

S150-... ......... .. (At MX#Uft4. STRESS, DESCRIPTION

00

90-
o 80-

6 0 .... ........

50-

2 4 6 8 10 20

150

z

9 0 - ...) ..... ....

80- . P2

24 6 8 10 20

CYCLES TO FAILURE -THOUSAND CYCLES

WTN .639-8714 FIGUER 4



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EQUIVALENT UNIAXIAL STRESS (MAXIMUM
STRESS DESCRIPTION) AND NUMBER UIF CYCLES TO

I AILURE IN HYDRAULIC FATIGUE TESTS

150 A,B,C,,D TUBES 76mm-RIFLED

3 -'*6% COLD WORKED

00 c 087J5PSI 

YIELD STRENGTH

80
70

1 TUBE 76cmm-SM~OOTH BORE

150- 6% COLD WOR~KED
86,250 PSI YIELD STRENGTH~

(BEFORE COL.D WORKING)

( 90-0
80

z
U) E TUBE 7S~mm-RIFLED

0 150- 2% COLD WORKED

m 100,500 PSI YIELD STRENGTH'
(BEFORE COLD WORKING)

S 100-
90-

w 80-
I-

-1 200- F TUBE 15mm-RIFLED 0
< 2% COLO WORKED

X( I5O- 121,850OP.SI YIELD STRENGTH1

(OFEFOR COLD WORKING)
0 0 K UBE 72r.4ksoTH 9ORtE

1 00-- a'- COLD WORKED
F- 90 I~s,wdP&I-ys *cwl

z
w
< 2 00 0 TUBE 15mm-RIFLED
> 2% COLD WORKED

S 150 154,250PSL YIELD STRLNGTH

WI (BEFORE COLD WORKING)

'00
90

150- N TUBE 75mm-RIFLE:O

0 HEAT TREATED TO STRENGTH

1 00 159,300 PSI YIELD STRENGTH

90
80
70-

2 r4 6' 81o2 40 6080o

CYCLES TO FAILURE - THOUSAND CYCLES

WTN .639.-QA2 FIG. 5
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.801 RELATIONSrnP BETWEEN, PRESSURE FtACTORt AND WALL RATIO A
FOR DETERMINING YIELD PRESSUR~E(O.OI% OFFSET) OF

CANNON SECTIONS -

73

707

65

soo

J! .55

W~W

~be

w .40

& ).35

'j _jVON MISES YIELDING CONDITION FOR UNCAPPED
Lo ?B ECTIONS. NO STRAIN HARDENING

>- .30CURVE A, PF. -Y-L.W

0 ~~TU99S WERE C~2W~A TO STRENGI.4 N PR ODCl-

') .2 SCI*DULE, SOAKED .. ' 570F AND MACHINED Tv SiZE.25 -SECTIONS FROM A,9,C,O TUBES. RIFLED
11w :SICTION FROM C TUBE. RIFLED

Ui . CTION FROM F TUBE, RIFLED

=1.0 SCTO FRO4 M G TUBE. RIFLED

w *SECTION FROM K TUBE, SMOOTH IjORF

.15 AK' I( CUIS W' I"

TUBE WAS ULI1RAU2L TO STOENGT"i N KjlrqT

SCHtOJl.E AND MAC~HINED 10 SIZE

.10 -SECTIONS FROM N TUBE RIFLED

to U 1.2 t. 4 15 1.6 I.7 I's 1.9 20

*63~.-9443WALL ftAlIO- OD.
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3.6

3.4

2-4

2D6

1.8

Ise

ID0 8LOPE. INiERNAL, PRESSURE (StE FIGURE 2)
14TKAINON OD.

Sq 3406OQ PSI fUNPkESTRAINED)

NOTE.
*A 4,.,D IUSES

o F JUBE
0 !UBE

A I UK

10 LI iiz L3 14 ~Ls !6 ?k L9a *LL R kTIOV

WTN .639-e7 I IG
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APPENDIX A

Description of Equipment, Controls and
Specimens



APPENDIX A

Test ESU12ment

.Description of Youipment, Controls and Specimens

The test equipment* initially used for these bydraullc fatigue studies
has been considerably improved. It is comprised of ano rntus to auplv cyclic
aOlic Ations of pressure internilly to sections of cannon tubes in order to
produce mechanical deteriorptlon of tho specimen similqr to that found in tubes
returned from service. The equipment nov in use to generate h.e pressure, to
measure, release, recycle, and to count the cycles is shown schematic lly in Fig.

1L. In Fig. 15 are nhntographx of the control panel, the pressurp intensifier, a

ores* with a specimen mounted in place and a solenoiA ooera ted control valve.
The pressure intensifier, ress and control valves are set in a oit, remote from

the control room, while the loy pressure pump is set up in still another room.
This arrangement ,As made to reduce the hazard to the operators. Since the

equipment and the apecimen sometimes fragment on failure, the specimen is
further isolateO by armor plate bolted around the press.

As indicated to the right of Fi . lh the hvdraulic nressure in genernted
in two stages; an ordinerv coiimercial pump constitutes the first, supnlying
iressure up to 6,000 psi, maximum, to the low side of the intensifier, which
constitutes the second stag. The intensifier multiplies the pump pressure by
the ratio of areas on the two sides of the high pressitre piston. This rtio
is 15. The maximum pressure is therefore 90,000 psi.

The hiph pressure side is a closed elastic system, the pressure in which is

controlled by mens of mnganhin coils, which thrqugh relays, operate the YaIve on
the low pressure side of the intensifier. The pump runs continuously drawing

water from the reservoir. When the solenoid valve is open, the water is pumped

back to the reservoir and the water is drPined from the Irtnsifier to the

reservoir. When the valve is closed the water is pumped into the low pressure
side of the intensifier. The manPnin coils, when subjected to hydrostatic pressurf

change in resistance in direct Droportion to the pressure. One coil is used

in conjunction with a special direct current wheatatone resistance bridge 1o

measure slowly applied pressure. 'he accuracy is well within 100 psi. This

setup mkes it possible to set accurately the high pressure "knock off"

relay in the pressure indicator and controller. Two other manganin coils

are used, one In conjunction with the pressure Indicator and controller

and the other with the pressure recorder and controller. These instruments
are basica.lly of the same type**. They are AC bridges kept in nul

balance at all times by electronics. The relays in both instruments
are of the brush contact type and are actuted in the indicator

*Wterto'rn Arsenal TAboraory Report No. 71/1159* "Hydraulic Fatigue
Tests of Rifled Cannon Sections" Pr: Capt. ). E. Newhall

**Developed by te Foxboro Co., Foxboro, Mass.



withthe $pa~A*ft$ of the iisdicating soodle, &~ad In the rovai~r wit tbo
dimp1aoquall of the ro4tn4 p$A. In both i~o~fta.t 4APle, 1tAu IS

*f he~*i~Sof ~gi ~'.rtsr rolose Ls provided. owvvr, tke
presom-s fatitor Is mepalble of xwro *countse prrev"1 &44jitmt tbas the

E**ado 3?YSUI 8"M Tina tke t%4e. test vu0 the high Pr.esr W'
stotmtts, the saltaold V~rmtrd val'.. to the fteorvair as the lov -arossave
side, fto Ifth preen,. O~knok WOf ema the pesourt reorder ban a weisS ivaly
oftwaor a4.tmoat Us* *9 the Aerter sm*1o lesgih ad, as mo4 to *it at

ak prew' level. vorl olibt.y xtghr thuv th~t on the indleater. Is 05** tko
1Sd1*&?tojr fils1, the rsoewadir vonld take *ver Its "ko&o pff* fatt &ad

prevent a ov*'.ahot in p.ssarq. As the high pressure falls after 1moo off"

p?*sxv? vs dor Aoae -tka saoneold operated 'yalv; startiiq a mew arsto.

the *leetriin1 o5.rclts %." arr~a-a.d so tkt A failro of powor In ths
swe~suring o'et.su will *oan the low prossure '.'lv* and thai. orotet the test
spoeiles. T'hq at-ales are omated * fa umootic cowt.r vetdcb i eror.is.4
.e'eh tiam the low 'weeesare vmire soleimmid fvmotioax.

I)t. It is a d1rwug showing~ the typical gVM laeout anil the spoota
*sod Is he stuhf of a asdiLm rti$Mr tubie. After %be qF11isr4.s wer*eaQt
fw. tbo gnm tubot the rif limg w s remaod from sash on caci ou In order $e
L)?#vids qao for the paukigs. ooUte outside 4istimet4. vas mektaoed to the
desired v lcars 'beli takes to euak tbe eat*Si' raacettria vitt t tsit.
Tkhp leaWk of the ? um. ptrd ?bxin, test e"otiont vs 12.51. fte diYmIt@to for
Owe YstiOs w411 railos *ad the vell "thi*oeso tated ow the groove diameter
Vrq ad ohe -in th4 fillevta4 tehelatioet

XOSt4 Insid Oued ast&* Outeloo Yt~ee in.

1.. 950 2I.9" 3-5W 3.O 3.060 3.696 .299 .30

1.3 3.0m0 3.060 10
4. 4 2. .99o h.1$6 3.000 3.060 4 f2 ."$ .614
143.0" I.060 I, V - n

2.9w 2.9%
1.6 1.! 2.990 4~45t 3.000 3.060 IL-929 *."7.k
147 3.000 3-M6 5.2%IO

1#3.000 3.06, 5.0tI 1.232
-3.0M 3.08 5.

h5~ vat ftm utoa Se o *ad resed the strol* in tb* ootaide at
%be tast *".Omeno ef areelo I* *vier to to eW# IA~t fall prosevro always
reaode tt.- %* Woow*r line oaR Veowse pluugre4 in ovmb a manor tkat *h.
oJ1lbdh1 **as mt recoiw fall 1Preamvw while Wh otrllor does. Y#0 strata

Fowbero QopeW ie **A. This is iindiatd on th# loer~ rioht of rig. 1.
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-APPENDIX B

DATA SHUTS GLIIG PRT IJUT METLLURGI GAL

HISTORY OF STJlL FOR TUBES A, B, C, D), Is

P. G. 1, K, and



A71 fI-.0-1 NO.I

"'tP I ALNT *,TL 4I(AL [I ST~jRv- :F* $LEL

C!4LI BEW ANO MODEL, L6.219.2 _ ,ERI AL hUIOE; _ -254 ATb

STEEL PkOOUCER: lbtortowfl Arsenl _ HEAT NUMBELR.* -V2524

04TELL FL~ICAT~w: Watertown Arsenl MEr, Co OF FABIfC4TION. Cent. -e~
Cawdrey Mahn Jormiued at 2200'?

MAChI NI 1G COhTRATR-92j -. Annealed at 16MO'?

F1kAL HLAT TS tATtMNT: (U I' CRQOSZ SECTJON I D w2. 0 .D.8-1/h tQ.~

aUEOOC4 TEMP.,) F 711t OfV FOLD, n F. ____ S.__)_I_

DRAW TEMP.,O 1255 7IM (IF HOLD, KOS 6 MEOI1.Pt ___ ._____.

STRISS PEL I F T EMP., 9 _:f TIME Or~ WIALD, te4$. _________w

COLD WORK, S: 6 fl~min li&-1. ala43 i; 6.0 ave.
SmA TI). *F .57 6 7L0
CHEMI CAL
0MWPSXTI0N %:

X mn Cr __O V

.9 .63 .30 --. 98 0552 .08

AVUAG! !RflSYRS!E MERAWICAL PIOP3MNSI

fiELC STR:E.~i~m, PSI STRENOsTf AREA C" Alto T

,Is sty Is SET PSI tT ~
Isforo Coidvork: Breech so,75 109,200 62.3 -

matslo 88,20 - 107,750 62.0 -

After Coidwork: Breech 102,1,0- 114~,650 62.0 16.8-23.7 at T0'7
Midleugth 103.250 -- 122,250 54.0 19.b-U14.1 at 70'?

use -- -- 16.14-20,1 at 7061
(lBroeb) 6.6-16.s at -4ooi

(Mi41.rgth) 11.14-15.5 at -14007
(Ifsi.e) 14.9-15.5 at -1400?

hUngo in values is reported.
WAQ. w Wter quench
7.D. w Jurnaoe Cool



*~ SK ai E- I sE F.20

D~ATA $ IEE 1'0, I

GALIBIER AND MODEU ...th *,.. SERIAL N$UMBER;.J~5 l~

STf~t FROOKEOCL Wtertown &rnal HE~AT KUMSE~z 11.66-

*EEL~ F48RICATORIl ft%*rtOwR Arsaml METHOD0 OF FAI3RIC4TION: .~
Anuosled at 167

ykrHIWING CONTRACTOs..~ Ood Wohins Works

FlhAt HEAT TREATMtNTi (DIMENSIONS OF CROSSSET1

QUJEOIC1 TEMP., 'F i6Io -* OLJ, MRSC,_VA.~A..

*RAW TfMP*, OF 1270 Toi'E (IF 040LD, MRS._ ___ PyDIU 0

3T~fSS REtAif TEMP., TI.d OF_ OLDo, MRS. ____wCElUw

COLD ORK o.. jtig-1&IjLJZJS un; 6.0 avo.

-CHEMICAL
003@08ItZg %

'.27 .79 .28 - 1.00 .51 .06

AVIIAGU ThAusyIrjt MIORAJICAL pa~pWRINl8
TEN$iLE R ,)

YfIELD STREWi"t, PSI SiRLWMOT1I AREA Ch ARP 1

.01$ SET IS5 SET PSI I T. 0~.

%efore Coidwork: Breech 87,250 -- 111,900 56. -

muls91.2"0 1126300 514.8 -

After Coldvork: Breech 96,000 -- 112,500 57.3 33-69 at 70*7
mid1engtb 99,0w0 - 1114,550 67.0 37*w.66 at 7007

ftsi-e -- -- 2h4.7-39.5 at 7007
(Breech) 154-20 at ..U00T

(mi41.ath) nc0-25 at -U07
(Nul*) 19.1-19.)4 at .4I01*1

Mage in valus to reporte..
V*Q. m ter Camch
F. 0. Yuma a* Cool



eALI BER AND MOVELI 16mug~a S E' 1AL NHflEk hF- C_____

STEEL PWODUCER: *tertovn Aremla HPEAT NU4f3ER:______________

'STEEL FARCTw H ETHiO 0F F TI :CaQ$p
Annealed at 16507

1ACHINING CONhT.TR: CoirM chins Works

FINAL HEAT T'iCATHENT-: (01'[NNICN U CqrS LrOhI &RI t I

QUENCH TEMdP., ')F 71NE Or P-% 6 v:),..Y.....~

DRAW TEMP., OF 1260 TIME Olj(F HOIC~L. MbS. 6 O1.0.~

SIRES ;ELtf TEMP. ___TM__ VL, -1S

COLD WORK, %1 6jl3f9 nom 65 jmax min: 5.7 ave.
8OAI TIMP. 07 71 .0.

'C Mn$ I C r

.29 .714 .26 -- 1.03 .53 .10

ATIRAQ) TIANMTRS3! NECRAMUL P10PUT138:
TENItLE K)

11[kCI. STPES11 , PS STREL'%Th AREA cn.RP1 0

. 1j SET 1%i SET PSI T.~. 0~.

before Coidvork: Breach 53.500 - ~ 107,200 56.7 T
wassle $60500 log 19300 64.# --

After Coldwtork: 'Brech 100,000 -- 116,750 55.5 41-75 at 7007
12--14 at -400p

Widlength 914.500 110.o65 514.7

*Bmage in value. to reported.
V.Q. a Vator Qmenaka
F.C. a Jiarnact Cool



GOTA .Jf4l -NO. I

'2ER1 I;i)4r k4LTALL r,ItL IIIsr~ STU'F STEEL

eAIE N OEt76mm. fqA2 .- SERIA4 NUMq6E;; 3J-2912 D fl ?bs

STEEL pwODUcER: tortown Arsenal HEAT NUMBER*. V-2912

S TELL FABRICATOk2t Watertownt ArsenAl METrHOD OF VAGR1 CAn Ol~j Cent. C&Vti~n_

- Annip1e4 nt 1 6' 007.

MACHINING CONTRACTOR: Covdroy Mcbtne Works

FIN~AL HEAT ITRECATMENT& (014EW'-ION, OF CROSS SC~oL _-2"01.-81 _A

OUENC1CI TEMP. , 3F ~ __ Time Of Hot-,, mi'5. 6___ - . 'EIU' u

STq[SS RELIEF TE . tP _________ __ ImE ' HOLD, IIHS. _____ dDui ______

COLD WORK, %I. 2!itrlL 5.qA.mxL_. 6 min; 5.2 AT*.
SOA Tzmp. or 5A0 A

StI~ hi:C

.2T .90 .22 -- .97 .52 .095

AVX!MG! ?1RANSYERS1 MUNI=WCA P1R0PERIS I
TENSILE t

YIELD SYIN'iy.VTH P'SI STAENGTH A REA C14ARPY *

.019 SET .11 SIT 0SI1 FT- Lb.

3efore Coldvork: Broseb 4,500 107,000 61. 6
maze -250 -- 108,900 59.14

Lfter Coldwort: Breech 90,500 101.?50 1 0q,9go 62.3 UO011O at 7007 inside
13-63 at 70'07 midwia

Mdlength 99,000 105..500 113,E0W 6,3.2 jp470 at 7007 inside
4 6at 7007 midwa11

*1w ~e - -- - 0-66. at 70ay Inside
(Breech) IQ-21 PotJ*Or inside

(lYidlength) A".4 at-bo*7 inside
(Oiu31,) 2*w" at -1109 Inside

Ofipt in valueis 1,. roport.'d.
W.q. w Vator qwwh

7. 0. w Purm ao* Cool
A.C. w Air Oool



f'ER711 1dNr hit TUi~L1-. ',L mST'jFC .jF SThEL

L3AL ISER AND MODELS.t 2~5 ..~&.__ SERIAL NUBk II-9 Tb- -

STEEL PRODUCER: Vatertowii ArxenAl SEAT NU'49ER: h~6

STEEL FA8qICATOk: V~tm town Arsenal METH4OD OF 04C1hCetCain_
- Annealed at 170007

MACHI NING CONrRACTORI O1tismblls Div., G.M.G.

4UNH7M r F 65 FPOD ________ Fur

STRES RL~ff TEM., t f INE -iLD, m$.7.0.

COLD WORK, :1 202..ZJ3AlI..2.: MX.. min; 2.1 ave.
SOAKr Trm 07?J7 F.C.
CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION %:

SC WIN tM Cr mo V

.29 . .26 -- 1.69 .4 .10

AYTaAGN, TRO.TSS WOR1AN1CAL PROPIRTIIS:
Tt%SILE 9

1ICL0 STRIj't, PSI STR EI6 Ti AAIA Ch ARP Y

.01; StT .1i SET PSI F7. L.

Before Coldvork: Breech 102,000 -- 128,700 60.1 62.6-64.9 iat 70*7
mwzile 99,000 -- 121,900 64~.o 63.7-65.6 at 70*Y

After Coldwork:' Breech llt,500 122,000 12Q,000 60.0 55.5-60.9 at 70oJ"
Midlength 112.W0 120,000 128,000 55.0 51.7-59.6 at 7007

mussle 114,0oo 124,00o 127,750 61.o 56.4-.65.6 at 7007
(Breech) h7.5 -.50-1 at -A4007

*%ang~e In values to reported.
V.Q. w tor qmuch
7.0. ft1~rance Cool
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U'ATA .j'I NO. I

• L - ,"-c m o 1 %1

PEP' I -ENT $.t' ,LL -(,ICAL i'i ST., " -IF TEEL

eALIAR AN(D MODELU - 75oa,. M5A1_ 'E'iaL NU : bK-3 391 - F Tube

STEEL PkOOUCER: Watertown Arsenal HEAT NU"IER: 4-l1391

STEEL FABRICATOkA lt rtOol Arsenal METMOD LF FALRICTlCN: Cent. Casting
Annealed at 1650V

MACSINING CONTRACTORIQ4 3 eiL, G.M.C.

FINAL HEAT T EATMEhT" (OIM[W.-ON.r OF CROSS SECTION I.D__, -.

OUENC, TEMP., 'r . 1650 -.. .-F r , ,-, .. 6 MEDIU .Q.

ORAW TEMP., _ _._ _ _1_F "00. HS. 6 UZIU4 F.C.

STRESS A LIE TEMP., °, 570 ,iE ."OLD, ,0-S. _ ED_,Li 7 .0.

COLD WORK, s: 2% nominal; 2.9 max; 1.7 min; 2.3 ave.
$OAK TIP, OF 270 T. C.

.CHEMICAL
OONPOSITION %:

C AI Cr Uo V

.33 .g5 .26 -- 1.80 .4s .11

AYZRLGE, TRAq'SVRSE VECANICAL PROPERTIES:

.I[LC 5TkEh-'?, P I T;f f AREA rh ARP.

Before Coldwork: Breech 118,750 -- 15b,0oo S.- 32.2-37.0 at 700°7
Muzxle 125,000 -- 156,000 46.1 19.1-39.9at 70OF A

After Coldwork: Breech 136,250 1h9,0OO 160,2rO h.9 30.3-11.11 at 709F
Midlength 137,500 150,500 16n,750 1o.6 V.2-32.6 at 70oF

muzzle lhOOO0 15h,O00 16,500 17.2 3h.6-15.0 t 7007
(Breech) Ib.2-16.I %t -hOOF

*I btnge in values is reported.
g - I,&.&, A-- U

I.C. a Jurnaco Cool



L - , o o f-,.,o' 1944

C A 4~ NJ.I

P'.P I,,iNI UT.LU.;J., (C L II ST W- - F STLEL

eALI SER IND MOD. Lt SERIAL NUMg3ER: __-._G Tube

0 STE EL P OU :W o hiAT NUMBERt 40-2"_________

%TELL FAsICATOk: %tertown Arsenal MVIfOD OF FAllk IIC4T10P: Cent, Casting
Annealed at 16500F

M AC N I N % CON TR ACTO R$_QLLIa2Ij.DL_X~.€ , .M. C. '

FIKAL HEAT ThE T.C T: (CETtM'.IOhSuO cqoN '-01 ____ O __._ D.h=2_ .0._ .

,ct , . , "r 1650 . _ T,, I , ,I', .1 6 E3 1U __ W. Q.

DRAW ! ., F 1050 , , $ 6 F.C.

STqrSS IELItF TEMP., ' 5; 570 11dt GLD, ,.4S. 7.EOtUM 1,

COLD WORK. : 21 anWL.I.-5FAX;.A75 min; 1.1 ave.
SOAK TX. OF 7.C.
CHEM ICAL
COMPOSITIO N:

¢ N. 5I A ,l C • o y

.33 .93 .30 -- 1.76 .46 .115

AYKRAGE TRANSY"RS1 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES:
TtN SIL( ~ j

YI[ELE T I)- .. 0M. psi sT; Ehi . P 1.4k A C IIAAF T,

.Oi1 St[ i . SET PS1 f' FT. t .

Before Coldwork: Breech 153,750 -- 196,0OO 35.I 17.417. at 70*7
m---Zle 152,500 190.000 29.4 .9-1.9 at 700,
MUS7. 1 1  1 '1,750 -- 197,500 26.5 .2-27.7 at 7or

After Coldwork: Breech 16s5,750 135,000 196,750 13.F 12.h-h.8K at 70*I?
Midlenrth 167,500 IS3,750 196,500 30'.5 13 .b-111.5 at 7007
Muzle 177,500 IO3,750 199,500 34.4 13.6-13.6 at 707

(Breech) 5.3- 8.3 at -40*
R[MAIRA: (Midlength) U.6- 9.3 at -UO°(Musge) 7.2- 8.3 at -Wx0o?

*Range in values is reworted.

1. After maximum discard. Original discArd my be insufficient and
data arp not as repretentAtive of metal e ,r those from nustle end
where mi-iu1 discard ws taken. With ah" additinnpl disenrd at muzzle,
thora w no anrarnceab ht k h n~ at vtreth ^v- tsv% vrek ai-av~ V.4
reductinn in are^ we 29%.

W.v. a Water Quench
.'. - Furnaoe Cool



U ,TA -O t4E NK,

Et, T VTLLLU:(,CI (-L 'it ST.,RV F -TEEL

e ALI SER AND MODEL. - 76m. 1P.A2 SE41AL Pr)Gjm6E;:TaS

STEEL PRODUCE: lbtertowii AIrena. 
hAT NU'ER: 4-141

STEEL CA8QICATOk:V
B t e r t O Wn Arsental METVJC T4 FAdL.TICN:.T _Z.., ,

Annealed at 1 50°Y

MACHINING CONTRACrORj_ -

FINAL HEAT TIhEATMENT; (MI~iHION 0 C R05.) S LC 1b h 2_0_V_0,a.=

QUENC TEM ., F 1650_ I 1 , C ., ,, - . __A S.E, ...

DRAW TEMP'., OF1260 _ TI9JI -C "C0e, AFS. 6 V 'lJ P. 0.

STR(5 RELIEF TEMP., 0 FrIId 00LD. S. _ _ Dk'

COLo' WORK, S- __! 4149i 1 4 3.9 min; 6.0 av.
SOAK ?T . 07 .5.

.CHEMICAL

C uI .% Cr Mo V

.25 .67 .20 nil .94 .55 .06

AMAGM TRAWSMSE MCHA1ICAL P10"RTIfS Z
TINSIL[ L)

Before Coldwork: Irsoh 8.O0 -- 110,600 U0O.1
*avsl* 88,000 - 109,000 6.4

Afteir Coldwork 'Breech 103,440 110,625 16,000 55.7 32-37 at 7007
Mtid1.tth 100,000 10,750 113,250 511.7 54-59 at 7007

1ssle 105,500 112,750 I16,h)o 6o.4 5,3-6s at 700Y
(Breach) 1)4-.22 at -)40)'

(Xidlength) 13-18 at _bo00?

*Rang* in values to reported.

Smooth bore tube.
.Q.. w Wtor quenCh

7.0. w Yu.raace Cool I



J ~1ANT %qI TALLV,-( C .1. 111 ST-R' r T4'L

e AL 18EP R XD M0D0E L t 725no, 95! XI6. SERIAL NU6 ~ -09- KTiabe

STEEL PkiDUCER: Waterto~wn Arsenal h .AT NU04BEA: 1hs

STEEL FABRICATOK: Wtertown Areeynl ?4ETNUO OF FAt34IC4T1O4:_Ctnt., Cast -

)4AChINING CONrRACOP: Wtertown Arsenal Anae t15*

STRESS 0CLTCF TEh,?., F 7- TI4E L- RV(L , ON$. L EUM C

CO WORK, %-Loia
SO"K TEMY~ OF 570_______
CHEMICAL

COMP~OSITION %

32 .89 .31 -- 1.50 .39 .12 .02h' .009

AV!ItAG TRAITSV~dlSVE MEGCFA NI CAL PROPwrTIZS:

IIELC STR[?VI#', PSI STZ toA tTi- A4(

Be.fore Coidwork: Breech 125,000' 136~ 156 ,1)0) hh.* 0L..V

After Coldvork: !Ytdlngth 129~,600 1h1,100 15 3.V) W 440 A'

Muze 137,000 liq,00 i~,O s4., 6m La 2 -.
(R~t 14,et A

*Rmn~e in valu.'a is~ rvsrt

VA *tor Q~ftab



L. -0 Dt-.mbar 1914

DATA NO.~ ~0 I

r)EPTihENf \ILTI&LORGICIL I'IST:,Rv~ OF STEEL

eAL'ER AND M4ODEL 751w-.~~* SCRI-AL NUMS3ER; ______4h91_- X1 %be

STEEL PRODUICER: Watertown-Areenal HEAT NUKfOLR: 4r141191

-vSTEEL -FA8R'ICATO:- Watertown Arsenal MEHO OF FAIkICUIOM0: Cent. Casting___
Annealed at 16500T

MACHINING CONTRACTOR;_Oldsmobile -Di., G.K.CI.

FINAL ME-At T-REAIMEN-Ts (0-fiQ:~O CR435 -SEC.Ti-OW___

OUE4CI TEMP., a*_______ F~' 165 TIME :~ OF~ 6 __MEIUt

PRAW -TEMP., *F 1000 'TIME (IF MOLD. KPS. _________ 
M E0 ICN P.-C.

S -TRESS RELtIF TEMP._, OF _____TIuE s VOLD,- IRIS. ______ MtoIlu _______

ddtLK WORK, :* None______

CONPSITIOW %
_ S _Cr SoY

ffINAG ?RANS1 ,SZ MW CHAN I CAL PE0P7ERTITS
-TENSILE RED~.

TIlUC STIREhY37h, PSI STRENCTI, AREA C~w

401-) SET .1% S'T PSI TT. 0!.

Breeecb 152,500 -- 202.500- 31 0 10.-9 -3.3 at- TO7
-muzzle-~ 153 i7-50 -- 200,750 37. 1 1)+.5-15.5 -at 7007

ireech- 156,250- l76,ooo0 203, 500 35.5 11.4- 11.9 at- 7001
V idlength., 159.250 179-.000- 204.I,250 3)4.5 12.1-13.5F at- 70o7

162,50 177,000- 201,000 32.0 1.il, t~~

(CEre#c)- io--6-io-.6-at -Uooy
-(Xi~length) L-2-10.0- at -1io0i'

t ~(Nagse -.-9,4at -bOoip
sknie, *a- -values is-reported.
1. q. * Wter -quench-
7.-C. u irnace Cool
0* Inspection-Report
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APPENDIX C

Tie Crack ' tem

D~ta pertaining to the number of cycles for failure and to factors

affectine this number have been discussed in the main body of the report.

% These data were uied for establishing a design procedure based on end of

life. In this appendix is given an evalvation of the condition of various

cyl:inders at the end of the hpraulic fatigue test. The crack system is

described in detail, especially that existing in the low strength (A,3,,D)

tubed. Also, similarities between results of service firing tests and

laboratory teste are indicated.

The procedure used& in studyving the crack system of these cylinders

Including one or more, 'but iiot necesearilw all of the following -steps:

(I) examination of the flis3ure, (a) study of the surface of the fract-4re, and

(3). measurement of the cracks on a disec cut from the cylinder or pieces of the

cylAnder norvtl to the axis and at the region of maximum orogressive stress-damiage.

The discI s -surface ground and rncroetched in order to reveal clearly the cracks.

The disc that ws cut *y at times be made zkz of as myv as three pieces becmuse

the cyinder w Y equently cut longitudinally on a plane normal lo the radial

plane- of the fissure and-the hMlf with the fissure was thwn split open in order

'to see the fracture.

The cracks in the mdcroetched disc are known as the "remmlning Cracks'.

This "is because the -failure occurs at a crack which penetrates the full: thick°-

ness of the -rvlinder. This crack use1,ilr -ws not virtble as such An- many of

- .====- ---



the- mescroetehed. pieces of discs because one side of the cra ck formed one

of the edges of the pieces mak~ng up the disc. ftowledge about the

di stribution 'of the remaining- -cracks, nd the depth* to vhich- the cracks

grow helps in establishing the dorrelation between- service and laboratoty

te'sts.

The-fissure in the failed cylinders revealid- featufres, abditt -the relative

ductile behavior of ;the neta.l under the test, condttions. In gse oases'

considerable distort ion of- -the metal W'ith extensive -bulging. f -the cylinder

occur-red. In- other- -Okes there- was loe distortion with little bulgimg.

Sometimes the fracture extended- almost the full -enigih of the Myljnder and- at

other times ouly a minute fissure appeared on -the butside.

The surface of ihe-fracture revealed the oceurrev ce of several zones.

Lfmiting. inspection to the fracture which caused -final 'failuro, there could.

be-seen adjacent- to- thwybore -in Zone one- a region- of ,fine texture. This

texture roughinedi as -the first -cone blended- with-the, skeen sone Indictitng

that less9 rubbing- of the side~alls bad occurred: during the *draullc fatigue

test. At the base of the second zone it- is considered. that the- cylinder -had

yielded appreciably and. the direction of the-crack started-to change and

became radisi. The base of Ithe next or third, zone is the--point where the-change

in direction- of crack was completed and- the direction, of the crack become radial..

The crack continued- to -propagate radially throughoiut 'this -next or fourth zone

with, the metal -tearing -apar t -and leaving- -a coarse- -texture- -on- the -fracture- until

failure- in- shear occurred-, The- region of shear Is: the- fif th -zone. , the cGrack

penetra~ted the- -full -thiekj~si of -the -cylinder which-ba-4 bulged- and-- therefore



thinned, -especially- at the reglow of maximum davsge. 'The thickness of. -the wall

-At. 'the point -of maiimiwu ptogressive -stress-damaga was maasured. The five

mesurements that were ide are -as follows-

-Zon* 1- - Depth from bore to base of first- zone - or zone -of fine texture

Zone -2 - Depth- from bore to -basue of secend -zone- where direction of crack

!tarted to change-£

~Zone, 3, - 'j~Pth from -bore to- base of third. zone -where crack became radial

-Zone 4 - Depth from-bore to base of fourth sone* or- to- point of- shear

Zone- -5 - Depth- f rom -bore to base of f ifth- zone or thickness of wall af ter test.

-RESULTS ANqD- DISCUSSION 4

(A-,B,C,-D and Cylinders 76ma. N~1iber)

- ylfinder 09 after failure- is ehown in'1g. 1'74 Thls cylinder had a wall rtatio

of 1.4- And -a mall thicimesis of .6160. The, fissure was located at about- 4 o'clock.

Dist-oition of the Oylinder was apj~nrent and the increa-se in outside diameter was

0-152's. Plastic deformattion associated with the- rifling -ws -evident around- the

whole outside circumference as indicated by the arrows in-the-picture. The

cylinder- behaReel. in *a wforx mnner 66d the appearance of others woas similar.

The bo.. suirfae 49 shown In 7iAg. 19. It -revealed that -the distdrtion caused

widentigof~ceake, --All of which followed the groove fillets. The- three pieces

of the macroetched- disc revealed that, creeks existed at-each, of-the groove

fillets. _ftminatiot of 'the bore surface -of thii ,weroetch-ed dive vas- necesswrr

*to detectsome, of-thi cracks-. In-Fig. 19;' whicb-is an enlarged photograph of the

-merbtethed- disc, definitely measurable- cracks can- be- -seer- it most of -the -fillets.,

All of tle- deep cracks were- wide, conforming with -the distartiozi -seen- aroundj

the outside--of the-cylinder. -the fissure-oc-urred when the crack separating-

the -two- pieces- -shown at -the- bottoff of 1 ig. 19 penetra ted -to -the outside -sufa-ce,

Tinal failure- -was- Aii shear- vith- ext'insivo- distortion of the metal. The r'dstane



ti

from. the bore surface to tlie -oint of shear was, O.42 inch. The thickn-ss of

the cylinder at the point of fissure ws 0.5 inch so that the waill thicknesI

was thinied by about 0.1 inch. The maximum- &epth of the "rem&ining-cracksp.

vas 0.135"inch.' *urther reference will be made later to the depth to point

of shear and to the maximum depth of the "remaining -cracks'.

The tendenc7 of the cracks to slope under the -ooves is ,lso shown in.

Fig. 19. This ws a obaracteristic in all coldworiced tubers ade 6f low strength

steel. However, the thinner the tube, the less was this- tendency.. The ranges in

angle between the radius and the axis of the crack were: 0 to 114, 9 to 220;

10 to 250; and 13 to 31D for cylinders of 1.2, l.h, I.6 and 1.8g oll -retios,

respectively from the A, 1, C and D tubes. -n thick-wll cylinders it ves

especially apprent that the average angle also tended to increase as -the

internal pressure .Ancreaued. The tren was not uniform -in thi all tube*u.

The average angles were as follows:
/ Average An-le Between

all- Ratio Intern6.1 Pressure Crack and Radus .
psi ,ere@

1.9- 62,500'
59,00 :23

1.9 41,500-.8
.6 6,ooo

1.6 . 4496001
1.6 35, v250 1T

S6, 50 16
1.~4 285 ,50 .13

1.11 P-7, 500 17-
1.2 . 1i,000 10

Part- of the fractured- surface of Cylinder 69 after the -crack which -caused

,failure was opene& up is shown in Fig. =20. The bright and dark irregular areas

over most of the :fracture in the lower. rt of the figure were forxed when the

specimnc wa -bent to open -up the Crack. The ubrightareas war e irela: r and--

reflect incomplete hardening of this -teel -on- the -quenck.- These- irrekul r- -area



have nod bearing on -progressive -stress-dam~ge. The places where the fissuring

occurred, -dur-ing thit hyrdraul-ic fatigue test are -at the t op of the figure- an:& along-

the0 bore -ed e;l at these locations,_ indi-cAted by :arrows, can be -seen the-progressive

,stress-daxge zones -starting at the -four groove fillets which are visible.

?*rimua -depths of such zones are,- seer, toward the top of- the bicture.

The -extrsne -conditions- in appearance of -fissures are showii in Tiga, 21

and 2?.- Jn general, the latter is -considered a more ductile -type of -break

than the former. - sketcp. of the appearance- of the fissures in cylinders is

ihowm In Tkg. -23. the more ductile appearance 'was, obtained when the wall -ratio

tenid to bwe large, the, internal pressure low, and when the steel had- high *lm-pktt

Jresuistane. I-n-attempting -to-measure- the- ductil-i-ty, -nonunif orm -results -were

obtained. It *as apparent that the mee surement of the change in diameter wvas-&

more sensitive method thotn measuring the thickness of the wall at the point of

fissure -in evaluatin-g ductility.

Although the room temperature -mwtt resistance of the steels in the A, B,

*Cain-.b tubes ranged firom16 to 75 ft-lbs no measurable effect of toughness in

'this- range ws apparent on the life_.of th % cylinder. It-has been previously reporte

tbett for- heat-treated-to-strength forgings in the ranjge of 11 to 24 f t-l-bs impact

resistance at yield strength leyeli of 150-,000' to 163,000 psi, better life aso

def initely obtained ait high impact levels. than at -low impetct levels.- At low

ZyIeld stretigth- levels tne importance- of toughness as- measured byp impact resistance

-, not evident upon 1l'ife;, but vms definitely evident upon the -tendency to fail

brittlely., Prior -experl -ence a-elso -revealed that with brittle -steel in -heat-treated-

to-strength cylinders tbe larger -the iosil ratio, -the greater -was the tendency -to-

brittL, failure-;: also -the, smaller- the- inall rratio, the greater -was -the frequency

for occUrrence of ductile- fa-ilures9. It mny be- that -at the ileld- strength le'vels-

Lc piemo.- X~JUPrl. Of TL~~c-L U71-u k~ ,uudrri 4-4~~ y4U , -UVD#

29I~kB,.29.16Band 6927? -Subjected to -Repeat-ad, Internal lfydraulc PressureN
Dy. 3.B. -Cohen,- 12 December- 1914h

Meno- Reo~ort r3li24 4l: *Progress ecrtto the- Subcommittee- on Gun- torgirwx
y: P.R-0 Kost-ing End CAnot. -D. H,. N'i

R,



A

',of the steelt of the A, B, 0 and D tubes the favorable residual stress, system

in coldworked tubes is counteracting the detrimental effect revealed by p obr

toughness.,

The poor macrostructure evident in Fig. 19 had no measurable effect on

progressive stre6.qsdamage, it did have another effect, however; namely, favoring

the forma'tion of tears on the outside of the cylinders towrd the end-of test when.

bulg!ig occurred. These tears were not generally affected by the cracks starting

P-t the bore surface, as shown in Fig. 2h.*

One of the minor effects of segregations causing this poor mcrostructure

was the occasional local influence on the direction of the erowth df- the crack.

inclusions likewise have a similar minor effect. When such. defects occurred At

the bore surface within the groove, the early formtion of a crack was favored.

However, such cracks are considered to have spread quickly to the groove fillet

and to have become part of the predominant crack system at the fillet without

any measurable effect on life.

Depth of Cracks

The. test of Qlinder 012 Nas stopped after some 20,322 cycles without any

evidence of failure being imminent. On the macroetched disc from midsection,

crbcks were observed; the greatest depth w-s 0.025 inch.

The test of Qrinder ClI v-. stopped when failure wes inimnent but when

full pressure ws- still being withstood. The outside of the cylinder is shown

in Fig. 25. The distortion where fissuring would soon occur is evident. This

spot is indicated bV -the arrow in the picture. The macroetched section at this

spot is shown in F1. 26. The deeD crack at the top of the figure ha&

prowgated almost S0 of the wall thickness. The depth of' the crack was .22 inch.

cLc .nnnnLitssthrraot- -of Ahis -

crack is discernible.



The-depths-of the v*arious zones on most of the fractures In the

cylinder., from -the A', 'B, C arid D tubes Are listed in Table II. The zones

which owerer most ?easily Identified were z7ones h~ and 5. Zone-1 was the n~ext

easiest-but its junction with Zone 2 was nonuniform-. The limits of the zones

wiere,- in general, very difficult to Identify and to, measure. Poor reducibility

*as exoerlenced-.

The depth to the Doint of shear An Influenced byv internal pre-ssure is

shown in Fig. 27. The depth-of crack (or depth to-point of shear) at which

the cvlinder would. fail decreases- as the- lnter!il I pressure increased. The

'relationship 12 between Internal Dressure, depth of crc -for-~failure and wall

ratio: which has been- worked out~ for brittle material" wits not found to be

adequmkto ihthese cylinder& which -behaved essentially- 'in a ductile manner and

also- had- a residual stress system. The -cylinder* without any cracks- would

rupture when subjected to the-maximum internal pressure cAlculatod by m~eans

of the bursting pressure factor. The bursting prexsure factor developed for

ductile metal by Slair was simp)le to use -and -was found to -be accurate when

gun -sections with %all ratios up to 2 -were tested-. At-the other ey-treme-when

the -crack existed- completelj' through, -the %all thickness, no pressure i*ould be

requlred to Tunture-the cylinder. The pressure required -to rupture the

cylinder when- it c rack extended part way throuh the %*ll thickness was cal-

cula~ted- br -assuming that the relationshio -between Internal -pressure nnd-,depth-

to-.point of shear-,would, be represented by -the equation for- an- ellinse. An-

12. IStreseses in Thick -4&11- Cyl-ndersN - Si-xth- Intcrnatin'isl Cong-res-6 f or-
AunlIed -Mechanics , iq4l6,;- R-, Be#uvkos , _ WAL Renort o. 73C/11419. -S -T m s e k

'3-. -"Theorr -of lMasticity",_ VdGrao Hill Book -Co., 1(1311,. -p. 1Ii1, By-: .Tmheo

lb. ~ v: T-.te"By~ S. ilairl- IwnEEoRIJw, 5, Janiary-June- l1M5, _ 356
and ~~t~e ~M.-3 Th1c6'-A; -Y-:Th6-ers- Urer Internal Presture",-

By-. Gilbert -Cook -sind Andrew -Robert-son-, M01",RMG, T7. 191i,. 0,6

7_



equation wfs- developed involving the tensile strength (ta) of the steel

;before Coldwork, the internal nressure (IP), the inside diameter (dd) and

wall ratio (W) f the cylinders and the depth to point of shear (a), as follows:

a+ j j1A \ts)2 W2_.1 )2 _ (_Ip) 2 (1 5+*+O 5VW.V'4) . . . - (1) Ir

If the bursting pressure factor (bpf) as developed by 'Blair is used, namely,

bpfi W 2  then

1175 + W~ + O.-5W5 + 4.

8, Id (W-1) I- (I)2  -or
I (tl)2 (bpf)2

..P bpf W- 1)2 - q o. .. (2)

q-qation (2) is in a form which is more generally applicable than in Equation

(1) because °internal pressure is, expressed as a fraction of tensile strength

and depth of crack as a fraction of internal diameter. The curves of Nqlatinn (1)

for various wll ratiosais shown in Fig. 27 and tbat -of Xquation (2)- to -shown in

Fig. 29. In Fig. 2T data for the- A, B, C and D cylinders are shown, and in

-Fig- - 28 those for the K c'ylinders, -to be mentioned, la'ter, are shown. The

observed data at the smaller wall ratios are consistent with the curves, but

as the wall ratio increases above 1.1, the curves tend to be conservative. This

may indicate the limitations of the empirical approach, although the soatter,

in general, is large-and the data are few in this region. The data as a whole

are considered to respond quite well to this. treatment which is helpful in the

Analysis of the crack yvatem.

The depths of the various -zones -In -the fracture at which final failure

occurred tended to decrease- with tncrnase in internal preisure as -seen from a

survey of -the data An- '-able, UZone--ii _o'iYIL ei;-to be. th-pth'-t-ih -  -

the crack grew -before bulging of the cylinder starte. and- the -sdewallu no longer



rubbed together. The base of the other zones rArk locetions where changes

occurred in the direction of the etress gradient as the crack propagated.

The mayiumu depth of the remaining cracks decreased with increase in

internal pressure. Ite remaining cracks were always appreciably smqller than

the depth to ooint of shear. -This indicAtes that if ever any field tests are

undertaken to locate and determine the depth of cracks in cannon in order to

evaluate the safety of the weapon, complete coverage of the bore must be made

In order to find the single potentially dangerous deep crack even though

several cracks pay be found in the neighborhood.

3, 1. G and K Cylinder.

The crack ,vstems were partially examined only in Cylinders 15., 75 and 05,

these being taken -as representative of the centrifugally cast coldworked high-

,strength tubes. Failure in each case vts of the ductile type. In Cylinders

?45 and-5 the 'cracks sloped under the grooves, although the tendency Was less

Dronounced in the case of F5 (121,950 psi yield strength) than in 5 (ilO,500 psi, *

yield streneth), but in Cylinder 05 (151,700 psi, v&eld strength) tho cracks

were essentially radial.

The relationship between depth to point of shear and pressure for the

cylindere from the K tube is indicated in Fig. 2. The behavior is consistent

with the discussion alreadv presented pertaining to Fig. 27,.

N Cylinders

The cylinders from the heat-treat ed-to-strength centrifu4^lly cast ,tube "W"

failed in a brittle manner when the wall ratio was 1.5T or larger but in a ductile

manner wheu the wall ratio ~.s 1.2. This is consistent with the behavior of

heat-treated-to-strength forgings. However, even in the brittle type of break

9
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there ws a very linited' region of shear. The toughness of steel ON*

was similar to that of steel "G.M and was not even as good as tiat of as v

forgings which have been used in this application.

Sa~e Death of Cracks

The examination of the crack system in cylinders which were taken oU't

of test before failure and even when fissuring wts imminent indicated that

cracks are present in the specimen early in the life of the cylinder and that

final failure on the last cycle is by shear from the -root of the existing

deep crack and not by atrked radial growth of a shallow crack prior to shear.

The trend is for the depth of the crack 'to the point of shekr to ,increase with

decrense in test oressure. As the test pressure decreases -the- number

of -relatively deep cracks detected on the -croetched cross-section of the

cylinder tends to -decrease -and the deuth nf the remaining cracks tends to,

increase. However, the trend Vs not uniform and tht'behavior of cylinders such

As Cl indicAtpes that .1s the pressure decreases further ,and SAIrmaches the

endurAnce limit Dressure of the cylinder, the conditions favorable for the

ureferentiAl growth of one crack improves,, P-nd the deeper this one crack grows

relative to the others before final failure. At and below the endurance limit

nressure no crack will form and grow under test conditions such as these. The

examination of cannon after service reveile that many cracks grow indicating

again that the test conditions 'sed in this investigation have naral let effects

in service when the test pressure te. relatively hiCh and that in ser#ice the

rated maximum powder pressure Ai conventionally designed guns is much higher than-

tho endurance limit pressure.

The- data on Fig. 3 indicate that the strain on the outside of the cylinder

increases aopreciably toward the end- of life. Th.-,- has Pilso- l-bn obeerved in

r iring tests. The time in the life of the cylinder at which this strain increpases

10
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,raptdly 1ppear4 to be about 60 to 70 percent of the life of the cylinder,

nrobeblv at the time wh )n the rate of growth of crack begins to be dangerously

raoid, but slight perznent change has been observed much earlier that 60- nercent

of Ltife. TyAmi nation of the fracture 1- tnken to indlca'te that the deuth at which

the. growth is rtoid is at the. denth nf Zone 2. The deoth of Zone? 2 is there-

fore t emporartly 'considered to be the safe de'th to which cracks may be

ner mitted to grow in service before the -gun tube be taken out of service

because of nrogressive stress damage. 'he nroblem of detecting this depth in

the fi-eld is not yet solved.

'The tendency for cracks to slone under the crooves in coldworked-to-strength

gun tube- h-. been observed In cannon t.ken from service. This is esneciaelly

so in the region of -thi muzzle. The tendency at the orLign of rifllne Is, for the

crackcs to nropapate under the lands. This indicates that the stress conditions In

this regi-nn are dif-ferent from 'those In the ttest as would be eyoected because of

engraving- stresses.
'he tendency for cracks to grow under the grooves In coldworked-to-streneth

tubes differs from their behavior in heat-trated -to-strength tubes. In. this

case the cracks remain radial. Similar behavior has been observed in, cannon

taken from service although in some weapons when the stress s-rstem is differ~ent

the cracks DropRa-te under the lands. The beavitor can 'not be predicted b!aed

on consi'deration of gun tube desi'n alone, but must Include consideration of

the mutual effect of desip.n of rotntIng band and of rifling.

1.1
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